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Cultures of the past affect the present mainly as images that we have created 

ourselves. Therefore, search and conservation of artifacts, as well as their presentation 

and interpretation, are an important form of identity, which our contemporaries are so 

concerned to find. Museums arose in the new Europe as a revival of ancient culture in 

rich Italian cities. Items that had left from the own history were added to the ancient 

artifacts. This was how the connection of times, necessary for the construction of 

identity, was reproduced. 

Today, in the knowledge society, cultural memory is a symbolic and political 

capital. The museum received two impetuses for development. The first is associated 

with a cultural renaissance, with an unprecedented development of tourism. The 

second, – with the transformation of knowledge and artifacts of history into a 

commodity. It is important to remember that these are not just archaeological finds or 

cultural works created by our ancestors, but also presented in a special way products. 

Hence, museum workers are no longer just guardians of cultural values, but also 

producers of various kinds of performances. This transformation of the museum, 

which remains, firstly, the institution for retaining historical information, and 

secondly, the place of representation of historical memory and, thereby, the way of 

spiritual production of social reality. 

What it means, what is the responsibility of the museum workers, can be 

understood on the basis of differences in historical facts and historical memory. In 

connection with the disclosure of a part of archives and the Special Storage Sections, 

facts are published that are not consistent with our knowledge of the past. However, 

attempts to change it come up against the resistance of the people. This is the 

manifestation of what is called historical memory. 

Previously, the state spared no money for the construction of magnificent 

public buildings. The mission of the classical museum combined truth and power. 

Museums functioned as public collectors, ensuring the unity of society. To carry out 

this social task, science and education were used. The learned guide, pointing to the 

exhibits of the past, made speeches revealing their meaning. Modern visitors of 

museums and exhibition halls look at pictures and exhibits through the eyes of the 

viewer. They no longer listen and do not perceive the comments of the guide. People 

come to the museum not to know and learn, not to explore and discover, but to 

entertain. The museum has become  a form of spectacle, and this should be taken into 

account when preparing museum workers. 

Of course, not only a museologist-researcher is needed, but also art managers, 

who are able to organize a spectacle so that a meeting with art would still take place at 
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it and that people would be united as an audience again, experiencing a rush of 

enthusiasm. 

Today cultural objects are built or restored with the expectation of making 

profit, which changes their essence. The number of cultural spaces is constantly 

increasing. For example, former factories become centers of entertainment. In the 

cellars there are experimental theaters and art galleries. But what kind of culture is it? 

An accelerant for the development of modern technology and economics is building 

of society as a giant “Disneyland”. Free time is spent not on productive work, but on 

competition for various kinds of entertainment. But this can hardly be an argument in 

favor of liberation. 

Tourism is a phenomenon of modernity, a bright sign of entertainment society. 

People go to other countries not for cognitive purposes, but in order to have fun. 

A tourist trip to another city is a journey into another dimension of time. 

Strictly speaking, tourism is a production of monuments; historically changing places 

of everyday life acquire a status of monuments. The city is divided into two parts 

where one of them is timeless, monumental, another – transitory, historical. And 

formation is perceived not in space, but in time. The monument is in the city, but is 

not subject to any changes, it does not change under disasters, although the sacred 

space is not separated from other spaces of the city by any walls. The difference 

between a monument and non-monument, for example, Saint Isaac's Cathedral from 

Ladozhsky railway station, is not that they are located in different places, but that they 

are in different time dimensions. It is easy to find out when and who built the station, 

and what changes it has undergone. The Cathedral is a monument because it belongs 

to an era that is not ours. We do not have access to it even if we visit the Cathedral. 

Monumental is totally different, not accessible in time, alien and therefore unchanged 

in space. It can be destroyed, but not changed. That is the basis of the problematic 

nature of restoration and, especially, the restoration of churches and other holy sites. 

As the tourism expands increases the speed of monumentalization. Hence our time 

can be called an explosion of eternity, the era of museum, or rather the 

museumification of cities. All this gives rise to the emergence of postmodern utopias 

of multiculturalism and pluralism. Unfortunately, today megacities have transformed 

into original "refugee camps", whose inhabitants settle in isolated spaces, where the 

rules of behavior are determined by the codes of local culture. At the same time, there 

are no channels of cultural communication between communities. If Walter Benjamin 

described the European capitals as places for walks of flaneurs, buyers looking for the 

goods of fulfillment of their refined desires, then Vilém Flusser saw in the cities of the 

future a crowd of homeless and stateless migrants and refugees, guest workers and 

tourists. 


